LUCRIS Information on the upgrade to Pure 5.5.3 - 3 (20160615)

This release information is only available in English.

LUCRIS has now (20160615) been upgraded to a more recent version of Pure: Pure v 5.5.3-3. Here is a brief overview of changes which may be noticed by users.

**Major changes:**

The main feature in this release is the updated public portal, available at portal.research.lu.se. The portal will remain internally visible (IP-restricted) until 20160822, when it will be opened to the external public. Further development and refinement of the LU public research portal will take place based on input from users. Reports about bugs as well as other comments about the portal are always welcome to Servicedesk@lu.se. Some major changes in this version are:

a. Where funding (one or more awards) are connected to a project, information on the project’s funding will show in the right hand column. There will be a time delay (~days) on this as it requires some manual intervention from the LUCRIS system administration team to make this information visible on the portal.

b. Former employees have been hidden from public display. The profiles of former employees will be set to “Backend- Restricted to LUCRIS users” via bulk operations taking place regularly (approx. once a week).

c. Activities no longer show in the main green main menu bar or on organisations. Activities only show on persons and where related to other content.

d. There is now a possibility for researchers to provide a CV tab on their personal page in the portal (voluntary). This is done by creating and publishing a “public CV” from the Curriculum Vitae module within Pure. CVs can be created so that they are automatically updated when new content is added, or static. No other formats or CV files than those created by the CV-module in Pure can be included on the tab.

e. There are still some things not working properly in the portal. These are scheduled to be fixed during summer, e.g.
   i. Filtering on top-level Types of Research output (e.g “Contribution to Journal”) does not show the aggregated results of the subtypes.
   ii. Metadata on some content type e.g. Activities not yet showing completely.
   iii. Projects: Participants’ affiliations not yet showing

**What happened to the Swedish user interface and the integration to ORCID?**

We are not yet done with the translation of some terms, and the release of the Swedish user interface of Pure will therefore be postponed until the upgrade to 5.6 instead (estimated August 2016). Functionalities connected to ORCID in Pure will be activated during autumn 2016.